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DISSEMINATION REPORT n.1 

 

The Institute “Maria Immacolata”, in cooperation with “Sapienza” – University of Rome 

and “F. Europaclub”, launched officially the Erasmus + Project “European values are all 

RIGHT (Romanian, Italian, Greek-Hellenic, Turkish)” and presented the main features of this 

program to its community. 

Included in the celebrations for the 300th anniversary of William Penn’s death, the event 

took place on 16th October 2018 in the prestigious venues of “Sapienza” – University of Rome 

(morning session) and of the library of the Italian Parliament (afternoon session), gathering 

around 100 participants among high school pupils, university students and their professors. 

After the papers on the figure and role of such important father of the modern Europe 

delivered by Francesco Gui (“Sapienza” – University of Rome), Andrew Murphy (Rutgers 

University), Daniele Archibugi (Birkbeck College – University of London), Peter Van den 

Dungen (Bradford University) and Andrew Lane (Quaker Council for European Affairs), the 

students of the Institute “Maria Immacolata” had the opportunity to highlight the importance 

of a multicultural approach and multi-faceted analysis of our common European world, with 

a special attention to school programs and didactics. 
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At the same time, they could introduce briefly some of the activities planned to engage a 

broader debate with the actors from other partner schools and cultural institutes of their 

district, such as a specific panel session prepared for “Maria Immacolata” Open Day 1 

(November, 24) and a conference for “Maria Immacolata” Open Day 2 (December, 15). A 

deep interest for the project and its targets has been shown by the audience through several 

questions and support statements. 

The event was covered by the press and the radio, which uploaded in its open-access 

website the entire programme of the first section at “Sapienza” – Univeristy of Rome 

(https://www.radioradicale.it/scheda/554671/william-penn-fondatore-della-pennsylvania-

progenitore-del-parlamento-europeo). 
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DISSEMINATION REPORT n.2 

 

Last November, the City of Rome in the person of the mayor, Virginia Raggi, 

organized a trip to Krakow (Poland) and Hamburg (Germany), for a large group of high 

school students from its territory: the aim of such “Viaggio della Memoria” was to 

remember the tragic events linked to the Second World War and the Holocaust, as well as 

to see some of the places where the persecution against the Jewish people took place. 

The Institute “Maria Immacolata” took part in it with a delegation of four students. 

They had the opportunity to visit the concentration camps in Auschwitz-Birkenau and 

Neuengamme, experiencing – albeit remotely – the conditions in which the prisoners 

inhumanly worked and died; the young participants could listen to the dramatic accounts 

of two Italian survivors, Sami Modiano and Tatiana Bucci, who guided them. 

«We had the special and rare possibility to discuss with Sami and Tatiana! They 

answered to our questions and satisfied our curiosities, treating us gently and 

affectionately», reports Giulia. «We finally understand the tragedy of the war and will 

never forget this lesson», Angelica adds, «because we lived it in first person. When back 

home, we will share the emotions with our schoolmates and pass them down to our 

children!». 



Meetings and debates were organized in this stimulating and vibrating context. In 

these occasions, where the topic of cultural and religious differences was pointed out and 

analyzed as one of the causes of Nazism, our students proudly announced their 

participation to the Erasmus+ project “European values are all RIGHT” and presented its 

features to their colleagues, highlighting the importance of solidarity and peace. Following 

to the deep interest in a similar debate and the activities planned at the Institute “Maria 

Immacolata”, a wide network has been woven among the students: this enlarged public 

will be invited to our forthcoming dissemination events, becoming thus living and active 

witnesses of the shared values which make the Europeans unite. 

On this basis, the horror of a new war and racial hate will be prevented for the 

future. 
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